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Avengers Tower
by Rini2012

Summary

Steve Rogers is trying to get used to life with ALL of his personal information available to
the public, not just what all the historians pedaled thanks to Peggy and Howard. But he is
struggling to figure out how to tell Tony about Bucky's role in Howard and Mariah's deaths.

Tony has to get used to life with a new diagnosis of BiPolar II and PTSD. Also not being
with Pepper anymore, but that's a different story when you find out your childhood crush had
a seriously classified backstory.

Notes

I'll update this as I go. I don't really have much planned apart from 3, maybe 4 bullet points in
a document. Two of those points are already in the relationship section.

Let's see how this goes.

http://archiveofourown.org/users/Rini2012/pseuds/Rini2012


Chapter 1

Chapter Summary

The band is getting back together again at the brand new Avengers Tower, but Tony's
curiosity has never been something he can control.

Chapter Notes

Warning: mentions of 9/11 and palming meds.

DO NOT SKIP TAKING MEDICATION!!!

Thanks to his house being blown up by missiles, Tony didn’t have much when he moved into
Avengers Tower. All he had were his broken remains of DUM-E, some newly bought clothes,
a newly built phone, and medications for his new diagnosis of Bi Polar II and PTSD. He
needed somewhere to crash anyway, since he and Pepper split after Killian almost murdered
them. He couldn’t blame her for not being able to handle the superhero thing anymore.

He was lucky the building had been finished two weeks ago, especially with that HYDRA
thing in DC. Natasha and Barton had already moved in, but no one had heard from Thor in a
while. Hill sent an application to join the Avengers team, and they all figured ‘why not?’.
Steve and his new friend Sam Wilson were on the hunt for Bucky Barnes, and many former
SHIELD agents were being dragged to DC to test their allegiances.

On his second night in the tower, as Tony tinkered with DUM-E’s casing, the little urge he’d
had started to take over. He’d read about how all of SHIELD and HYDRA’s files had been
dumped online, which meant Tony could get to the mystery of why Steve barely had a paper
trail sans hacking any servers. It’d always rubbed him in the wrong way, how Steve didn’t
have any official documents until 1939. His dad said that Steve’s old school burnt down, so
there weren’t any records before he started working at an ad agency. The media was more
focused on all of the political figures who were HYDRA rather than Steve’s personal files…
but Tony had to know.

“Jarvis?”

“Yes Sir?”

“… You remember that bad idea I pitched to you after the HYDRA dump?”



“I seem to recall advising against it because it would be a breach of trust.”

Tony threw his screwdriver on his desk. “He’s read everything there is about me, I’m an open
book to the world these days.”

“Isn’t the saying ‘An eye for an eye and the whole world goes blind’?”

“J, c’mon, throw me a bone here. No reporters are talking about the files, so there’s probably
nothing outrageous in them. When have I ever steered you wrong?”

“Shall I recount alphabetically or numerically?”

Just to be an ass, Tony put on a pleading expression to the nearest security camera, pouted his
lips, and said, “Pleeeeaassseee?”

Jarvis didn’t respond at first, as if rolling his non-existent eyes. “I shall go through Captain
Rogers’ files. A full report of what you would deem interesting will be available in two
hours.”

“Sweet!”

***

At around 1:04 am, while Tony had been working on the calibration for his new suit, Jarvis
rang.

“Sir, I have successfully acquired all of Captain Rogers’ files… and there are indeed some
shocking revelations contained in them.”

“Oohhh. Show me.”

A hologram appeared in front of Tony that made his jaw drop. It was several documents
dating back to before 1939, with a woman who looked just like Steve before the serum, only
she had long blonde hair and makeup. She didn’t look happy though, even if she smiled in
some of the photos, like there was pain under the mask she put on. Tony turned the digital
photo over and on the back, in elegant script, it read,

Sherry Grace Rogers, November 8th, 1937

Another hologram had a very old application that had been approved. It was a name change
certificate, changing Sherry Grace Rogers into Steven Grant Rogers. Then there was a bill for
a double mastectomy surgery under the name Steve Rogers financed by James Barnes, and
school records for Sherry Rogers dating back to when Steve would’ve started school. The
birth certificate… Sherry Grace Rogers, female, born July 4th 1918.

Tony had to take a seat in his chair to properly process what he was seeing. No wonder Steve
had no paper trail before 1939, he didn’t legally exist until then. Steve Rogers, the all-
American poster boy for the war effort in WWII, was actually a trans man. Tony suddenly got
flashbacks to when Howard berated him as a kid, of how his dad would compare him to
Captain America so damn much. What did it say about Howard Stark that he held a queer



person in such high regards and not his own son, given his homophobic remarks later when
Tony started dating?

Well shit… that changed things.

***

Steve hated that he had to stop his search for Bucky for now. They’d been on his trail for only
6 months and Steve already had to go back to New York. Barton and Nat already confirmed
they were staying in Avengers Tower, and Tony had arrived a few days ago. It seemed the
whole team was coming together to get away from HYDRA.

“It’s been a year, huh?” Sam asked as he drove Steve to the airport.

“I guess.”

“I mean, not just with the HYDRA thing, but I heard Stark almost died taking out the
Mandarin a few weeks ago. You guys never seem to catch a break, even on Christmas.”

Steve shrugged. “Comes with the territory, I suppose.”

He looked up at Sam, and his friend seemed solem. He probably understood what Steve was
thinking, having to go back to NYC despite Bucky still being out there and all the active
HYDRA cells. But if they were going to take down HYDRA for good, they needed all hands
on deck.

“I’m still gonna search for him, you know that, right?” Sam asked.

“I know, and I’m grateful for that. It’s just… he still remembers me. He remembers
something about me, and I want to be the one to find him.”

Sam comfortingly patted his knee. “I’ll send you a message as soon as I find him. Take the
first plane out to wherever we end up and hug your long-lost bestie.”

Steve chuckled. “Thanks, Sam.”

They pulled up to the airport drop off and Steve got out. Thankfully, there were no reporters
and no one looking shifty, but there was a man in an expensive suit with a sign that said
‘Rogers’. Steve paused, looked back at Sam, who just shrugged. He’d booked a flight online
(with Sam’s help), and all the other flights he’d taken never had this kind of service. He was
just thankful he had a Glock in his back pocket just in case. He opened the trunk, got his bags
out, and went up to the man with the sign.

“Captain Rogers,” The man greeted. “I’ve been sent by Mr. Stark to escort you to the private
jet he’s lent you to fly back to New York.”

“He didn’t need to do that, I’ve got a flight booked-.”

“I already have Dr. Banner onboard, also flying to New York. Mr. Stark insists that you find
out how many fireballs it takes for you to get drunk while flying.”



Steve got out his phone and called Tony. With everything that happened with SHIELD, he
had to double check these things for a while. Though the message about fireballs and his
healing factor did sound like Tony. The line rang four times before he picked up.

“Hey Cap, you get my welcome home present?”

“A flight on your private jet is a welcome home present?”

“Hey, I nearly got blown up a few weeks ago, and you nearly got killed by HYDRA. Better to
fly knowing exactly who owns the plane than to take your chances with snot-nosed kids and
tired flight attendants. Plus Bruce hates flying, so I figured I’d get you both together.”

Steve smiled. “Thanks for the present of a safe flight to the tower. I’ll try to pick you up a
thank you present in return.”

“Your loyalty to the Stark brand is more than enough, Rogers. I’ll see you in a few hours.”

Steve snorted and mumbled, “The Stark brand, sure.”

He waved Sam off and followed the Stark Industries employee through the airport. Some
people asked for photos and autographs, which Steve obliged to five before he had to go to
the plane. The plane itself was smaller than the passenger jet he’d originally booked, but they
didn’t have a million people boarding either. Steve went up the stairs and entered the cabin of
the aircraft. It was spacious, with two sets of tables and chairs lining the sides.

Bruce was already seated in one of the chairs with a laptop on the table. He only had one bag,
an old leather duffel bag that had seen better days. Steve had his backpack, his duffel bag,
and his shield case. He suddenly felt overpacked. Bruce looked up and gave his usual timid
smile.

“Captain,” He greeted and shut the laptop.

“Doctor.”

Steve put his bags in one of the overhead compartments, but kept the shield case out just in
case. If HYDRA could worm its way into SHIELD and Howard Stark founded SHIELD, who
knew what else they had infiltrated. Not many people knew he carried guns in the war
outside of his propaganda films, so he also had that element of surprise.

“I think between the two of us,” Bruce said, eyeing the round case. “We’d be able to handle a
few guys hijacking a plane.”

“Maybe, but fighting on a plane means chances of us damaging it enough to crash it.”

Bruce shifted uncomfortably in his seat. “I think I prefer the helicarriers to small private jets.
I’m not sure how you could keep flying after…”

Steve sighed. “I crashed the plane to save the US from being bombed. This is just flying to
base.”



“Plane crash… US bombing… that rings an uncomfortable bell.”

“The Chitauri probably made 9/11 look like child’s play. But I’m not sure whether to be
thankful that it wasn't HYDRA or not.”

“It wasn’t? That’s… surprising.”

Steve leaned back in the incredibly comfortable chair. “I haven’t even read everything
they’ve done, but I reckon it’s… a lot.”

There was one issue Steve had been trying to figure out how to handle since he’d read
Bucky’s mission reports. How could he tell his teammate that his old best friend murdered his
parents? The team knew he was searching for Bucky, Nat and Clint knew how bad Bucky’s
rap sheet was, but they’d all agreed to not tell Tony yet.

“Bruce,” Steve said. “You know Tony better than I do.”

“Whether I like it or not.”

“Do you know the best way to break bad news to him? Even if it could… ruin the team?”

Bruce’s eyes widened. “Team-ruining information? That’s a lot.”

“Yeah. And it’s a sore spot because… it has to do with Howard and Mariah. About the night
they died.”

“… you know who did it.”

Steve nodded silently. Bruce was a smart guy, he was a physicist and gamma expert for a
reason. He’d probably figure out why Steve was worried and who did it based on the
information the media had been focusing on. They just got to Bucky’s files recently in the
dump, and there were several warrants out for his arrest for several political assassinations
over the years.

Based on the look on Bruce’s face, he got it. “Barnes did it, that’s why you’re afraid to tell
him.”

Steve nodded again.

“And you just spent half a year searching for him. You’re worried Tony will hate you for
protecting a murderer.”

“He’s not a murderer,” Steve defended. “He’d been brainwashed for 73 years, he didn’t know
what he was doing.”

Bruce rubbed his hand over his eyes from under his glasses. “That’s a lot for someone to take
in, I can’t even imagine what it’ll be like for Tony.”

Steve was almost tempted to ask Bruce to tell Tony instead, but that was a coward’s choice.
Tony deserved to hear the truth from him, even if it meant ending their friendship. He just



wanted to make it a bit easier on him and lessen the chances of ending the Avengers.

“Tony’s my friend, but Bucky was there for me when no one else was. I have this gut feeling
that he remembers me, he could’ve killed me but he didn’t after I said what we always said to
each other. He was the only one who could have pulled me out of the river.”

Bruce adjusted in his seat. “I hate to say it, but I don’t think there’s a way to relay that
information without someone getting hurt. Y’know, Tony’s been through a lot the past couple
weeks, so have you, so I’d tread carefully with this. Maybe wait a little while so everyone
gets into a sort of groove at the tower.

“You need to see how well you work together and strengthen that bond before you tell him.
He could kick you out right now if you told him, he doesn’t have much incentive to not hate
you outside of you being Captain America, and he got too much of an earful about you as a
kid.”

“An earful about me?”

Bruce opened his laptop again. “Ask him what Howard said about you before he died. That’s
all I can say.”

Bruce had clearly checked out of the conversation, so Steve got out his moleskin journal and
wrote ‘ ask Tony about Howard’ . Steve couldn’t understand how Howard could be all that
bad of a father. When they worked together during the war, he kept flamingos in his lab and
treated Peggy like an equal unlike the other men she reported to. Even when Steve got the
physical prior to the serum and the mastectomy scars were obvious, he didn’t bat an eye. He
just said,

“I’ve heard about people like you before in medical journals. There’s records dating back to
medieval times, so it can’t all be nonsense.”

Now that he thought about it, Steve also added to the list of things to look up ‘trans history’ .
And honestly, what Bruce said about kicking Steve out, maybe he deserved to be kicked out
for something like that. It would be better to tell Tony upfront about Bucky instead of waiting
since waiting could make it worse.

***

At the tower, Tony added some finishing touches to the prototype he’d been working on as an
apology present for Steve. He probably got put on another watchlist by buying black market
vibranium, but he could tell the government agents who called that he didn’t want to rob
Wakanda like his colonizer ancestors. He was buying from the robbers to put toward
technology the world needed.

“Sir, the hired car has left LaGuardia Airport.”

“Almost got it…” Tony mumbled. A few more manual tweaks to the sensors, and it was
finished. “Done! ETA?”



“Fifteen minutes.”

Tony got up from the workbench and wiped his hands on his jeans. He really hoped that his
present would offset the shittiness of what he did three days ago, which was why he’d
specifically gone off his BiPolar meds so he could during the mania. Given that it was 10:30
am, he decided to take the medication so Pepper wouldn’t berate him if she asked.

 

Steve hadn’t been to New York in over a year, and it was clear there was still damage leftover
from the Chitauri attack. Some buildings were still under reconstruction, Grand Central’s roof
was still half collapsed, but Stark Tower - Avengers Tower - looked brand new. There was
even a memorial statue in front of it to honor the casualties in the Battle of New York.

The car pulled into the underground garage and let them out at the elevator. A camera angled
down at Steve and Bruce to scan their faces, and a robotic voice said,

“Facial recognition confirmed. Welcome Captain Rogers and Doctor Banner.”

The elevator opened and they stepped in. There were over 150 floors to choose from, Steve
didn’t know what the residential floor was. He looked to Bruce, who shrugged.

“Top five floors are Research and Development, that’s all I know.”

“Allow me to assist, Doctor Banner,” A familiar voice said.

Steve jumped, but Bruce smiled. “Jarvis, nice to hear you again.”

“You as well, Doctor. Which facility do you require at this time?”

Steve looked at the camera in the corner of the elevator. “Could you take us to the residential
area?”

“There are the apartments, the communal kitchen and dining area, communal gym,
communal living and entertainment suite, and bar area. Sir has a private floor, but that
requires special access to take you to that floor.”

“The apartments should be fine, Jarvis,” Bruce said.

The elevator went up… and kept going up. Steve shifted from foot to foot while they waited,
unsure of what exactly Tony thought would fit their apartment styles. He’d shipped his things
from DC a week ago with Agent Carter’s help, so he knew his record player was here. The
Smithsonian at least had the decency to hand over his personal belongings he’d left in
Brooklyn when he was enlisted. As soon as the elevator stopped, the doors opened to reveal
Natasha waiting, casually eating an apple.

“Took you two long enough,” She teased.

Steve smiled. “Didn’t mean to keep you waiting.”



He gave Nat a quick hug and grabbed his bags off the floor. Bruce looked flustered… and
Nat gave him an actually sweet smile. Steve looked between them, but he didn’t say
anything.

“Tony’s been waiting for you,” Natasha said to Steve as they got out.

“Me?”

“He’s been working in his lab for three days straight. All he said is it’s something for you.”

Hopefully it’d be a decent upgrade to his suit, the one he got out of storage after SHIELD fell
was outdated and still had damage from the Chitauri. Jarvis told Steve which apartment was
his and he quickly dropped his bags in the entry hall before he headed to Tony’s lab. He
wanted to get this conversation over with sooner rather than later.

 

“Captain Rogers entering the workshop, Sir,” Jarvis reported.

Tony was nervous, especially since he didn’t know if his apology gifts would be accepted.
He’d had a few friends who were trans in the past, but they’d all been put off by his winning
personality pre-Afghanistan (did that even count as winning?) and split. He did research
during his mania and came up with the best solutions possible to make Steve forgive him for
his snooping. Whatever happened now was up in the air.

When Steve walked through the door, he looked upset. Tony couldn’t blame the guy, he’d
had to pull out of his mission of finding his long-lost war buddy so they could find out what
all HYDRA had taken from their missions. Pierce had definitely been pushy when they
arrested Loki about the scepter, so that was probably a good start.

“The spangly ice-man returns,” Tony greeted.

Steve smiled. “Glad to see you in one piece.”

“I thought about not being in one piece, getting the arc reactor removed, but then the doctors
said I’d have heart issues without it, and that’s not really something a superhero should have
to check on when fighting monsters.”

“You know I used to have heart problems, right?” Steve asked, as he sat down on a stool.

“ ‘Used to’ being the key phrase here, now you can break buses in half and not break a
sweat.”

 

Steve wrung his hands together and looked down at the floor. Figuring out a plan of attack in
the middle of a war zone was easier than telling Tony about Bucky, but it had to be done.
Waiting would only make it worse.

“Tony… there’s something I need to tell you.”



“Oh, I already know.”

Steve gaped. “You-you do?”

“Yeah… I kinda stalked your files a few nights ago, and came across the… Director level
clearance stuff.”

Steve was shocked and a little upset. Tony admitted to digging into his personal life pre-
serum, which meant he knew Steve’s deadname. He hadn’t looked at the files in two years,
but Fury told him they’d found old pictures of him before he lived as a man full-time. The
Howlies, Peggy, and Howard had promised to take it to the grave.

“That’s… that’s not what I was going to tell you.”

Tony’s face dropped. “It wasn’t?”

“No, I-. Wait, you looked through my files? And you didn’t ask me?”

 

Tony held his hands up. “I feel bad about it now, especially with what I found out about you.
I was already working on my apology gift before this conversation so you know where I
stand on this.”

Tony hopped off his stool and grabbed the prototype he’d been working on. To the untrained
eye, it looked like one of those birth control arm implants in terms of shape and size. But the
vibranium, micro sensors, and lack of birth control in it would clue someone into what it
wasn’t.

“Among the files, I read about the effects of the serum on your body, specifically on your
testosterone levels. I’ve never seen you grow any facial hair or masculine body hair for that
matter, but I assume you menstruate every now and again-.”

“Get to the point, please,” Steve urged with a blush.

“I designed a prototype delivery system for testosterone injections. It’ll contain 15 times the
normal dose given your metabolism, and should last for 5 months. I’m trying to make it
combat ready so that you don’t bust it from a bad thigh shot - it’d be inserted into the thigh
muscle, by the way - so I had to do some shady shopping for enough vibranium to make
multiple prototypes and future models. I’ve also contacted the best surgeons in the world to
arrange a hysterectomy, if you want it. The healing factor will be tricky, but…” Tony took a
deep breath. “I’m sorry for looking through your files, it was a dick move, so I offer these
things as an apology.”

Tony was pretty sure he’d done the math right. It only took him three hours to read up on
HRT treatments/effects, then another five to read about different medication delivery systems
currently in use ranging from injections to surface patches. He’d come to the conclusion that
a device similar to those Nexplanon implants would be the best option since sometimes,



Steve could be out on a long mission and not have time to pack his T doses. The pellet
treatment was too high maintenance to put into practice with a super soldier anyway.

 

Steve was stunned, again. He hadn’t expected Tony to show this level of kindness over him
being trans, philanthropy or not. Suddenly, Steve didn’t want to tell him about Bucky’s role
in Howard and Mariah’s murder, which threw him for a loop.

“… so it’s vibranium?” Was all Steve could think to ask.

“Yeah. Turns out the old man was wrong about how much vibranium was left in the world,
certain black market dealers sell the stuff to the highest bidder.”

“Wait, you bought vibranium off the black market to make me a medication delivery
system?”

“If any government goons come knocking on my door, I can tell ‘em I needed it for upgrades
for Avengers tech, which is true anyway, it’s just not weaponry.”

“The wonders of being rich and famous,” Steve deadpanned.

“The wonders of being rich, famous, and an Avenger.” Tony looked down at the medicine
tube again. “If this works, I'm actually considering making one of my own.”

“For what, exactly?”

Tony sighed. “After years of being nagged by everyone who cared, I finally got a psych
evaluation because… well, a few incidents occurred that were out there, even for me, and
they weren’t entirely within my control.”

“PTSD?”

“And BiPolar II. I thought staying up for 72 hours straight was just the side effect of being a
genius.”

 

Tony didn’t exactly want to get into the whole thing of how his world got turned upside down
by the diagnosis. The meds made his mind slower, and Pepper lost her shit whenever she saw
him in hypomania because it meant he’d gone off them again. Why did he care that Pepper
cared? They were still good friends, and good friends worried about each other’s well-being.
Steve, thankfully, didn’t seem bothered by it.

“So you take medications now?” He asked. “Do they help?”

“Sir complains of the medication slowing his mental processes,” Jarvis snitched. “So he will
go without medication to work at his previous speeds.”

Tony groaned. “Really? My own AI is being a tattle-tail?”



“You had eight meltdowns during your most recent manic episode. If the team is aware of
your unhealthy habits, they can perhaps train you to take your medications as prescribed.”

Steve’s eyes widened. “Eight meltdowns?”

“When something doesn’t work,” Tony explained. “I get… more prone to freak outs, I guess.
It’s not that bad, I can handle it.”

“… sounds like how Howard used to be.”

“Really?”

“I figured that we were at war, so he had to be on overdrive in order to make new weapons.
He… he acted a lot like you back then.”

To have a theory was one thing, but to have it confirmed by Steve, who knew Howard Stark
in his prime, was something else. In therapy, Tony unpacked all of his abandonment issues
and both him and the therapist had thought his dad was probably undiagnosed. Neither of
them had psychotic episodes (thank god), but untreated patients tended to be horrible parents.
The big tip off for Tony were his random mood-swings over anything and everything.

“Be glad he hadn’t been diagnosed way back when, or else you would’ve never gotten the
serum or the shield.”



Chapter 2

Chapter Summary

Thor joins the party and Clint teaches everyone his name-signs for them.

Chapter Notes

If I happen to be wrong about deaf culture, feel free to let me know. I am always open to
learn.

“Sir, we have incoming from aerial space. The energy signature matches that of Asgard.”

“Thor,” Steve said as he stood up.

Tony put the delivery device back on its stand. “Or Loki broke out and wants revenge, could
be either. Where’s the projected target?”

“The helipad of the tower.”

They both ran out of the workshop and took the elevator up to the roof. When they got to the
helicopter pad, Steve could see a bright light coming from the clouds. Suddenly, the light
landed right in the center of the pad in a burst of energy, and when it disappeared, there was
Thor. He looked worried as he stepped out of the burned circle.

“Glad I didn’t need to put a neon sign up asking you to come here,” Tony said.

“I received word from Eric Selvig,” Thor said. “Fury’s regime had been taken by enemies
and Loki’s scepter with it. Where is it now?”

Steve stiffened. “We don’t know. We haven’t gone through all of HYDRA’s files yet.”

Thor brushed past them and went through the door to the elevator. He seemed panicked about
the scepter, but in the way a general was when he kept it from his troops. All energy and
action with hints of anger. Steve looked to Tony and found him scowling at the mark the light
left.

“Just finished the place two weeks ago and I already need a new pavement job,” He said.

“Tony.”



Tony looked back at him and Steve gestured for them to follow Thor. When they got into the
elevator with the Asgardian, it felt like Thor was creating static electricity in the air. It made
Steve think that he was really keyed up about Loki’s scepter falling into HYDRA’s hands.
Tony pressed a button and the elevator went down.

“So… you wanna clue us into what happened last year?” Tony asked.

“A great battle between my people, the Dark Elves, and one of the most powerful forces in
the universe. The line between the nine realms disappeared, causing interdimensional chaos.”

“So that’s why the gravitational pull and molecular structure had been off last year.”

“Yes… and Loki paid the price.”

Steve frowned. “I’m sorry.”

Steve didn’t have a high opinion of the guy who tried to take over Earth, but Loki was still
Thor’s brother. Even if it made him feel better that one of their enemies was dead, it’d be bad
to show that relief. Tony, however, didn’t seem to share the sentiment.

Tony smiled. “One less problem to worry about, and one less threat to Earth.” Thor glared at
him, so did Steve, and Tony shrunk in on himself. “I’m just saying! There’s a memorial on
the lawn for a reason!”

The elevator dinged just as the static electricity got higher and Steve’s hair started to stand
up. Thankfully, it disappeared once Thor left the elevator. They’d ended up on one of the
common floors, specifically the kitchen and dining area. Clint was already seated at the table
with a bowl of cereal and his hearing aids were on the space next to it.

 

Tony didn’t like to brag about things as menial as kitchens and food, but he’d gone all out on
the best kitchen appliances and cooking supplies money could buy. Between the God of
Thunder, Captain America, and Natasha’s… whatever she had, they needed a lot of food.
Technically Banner needed it too, but the guy streamlined greens and vegan products 24/7. 80
floors down was fast food equipment rather than luxury appliances for the employees of the
Tower since Tony knew firsthand that you wanted to fill your face with junk when you
worked on stressful projects.

“I can see the changes you’ve made to your tower,” Thor said. “It feels like living quarters
rather than a base of operations.”

“Thank you, God of the Obvious,” Tony teased. “It was designed that way. With SHIELD
gone and Earth not having an organization to defend against interdimensional,
extraterrestrial, or government grown threats, we’re the best they’ve got, so we might as well
crash here in style.”

Clint looked up and smiled at Thor. “Nice to see ya again.”

“You as well.”



Clint held his hand up for a pause and took the opportunity to put in his hearing aids. Tony
offered to make him better hearing aids than the SHIELD-issued ones, but Barton was
attached to the ones he had. Something about deaf culture or whatever, Tony honestly wasn’t
paying attention.

“Ears are on, now I can talk.”

Thor dropped his hammer unnervingly hard on the $1,000 table. “You require devices to
hear?”

“Hearing aids. I can still read lips and all that, but it’s not an exact science.”

Tony got himself a cup of coffee. “And I’ve told you I could require all the staff to learn basic
ASL so you don’t have to wear them 24/7. I run this tower after all.”

Since the incident with the Mandarin, Tony had been trying to be more accommodating to
others in his life. He didn’t actually know Barton was deaf until he moved into the Tower
because he didn’t do any of the things Tony had seen in the movies (which, in hindsight, was
a shitty way of thinking). Offering to require ASL training wasn’t a small feat, it would take
time and money that they currently were spending on preparing to take out HYDRA.

“I’m not gonna force 500 people to learn another language for one guy who comes and goes
whenever,” Barton said. “If you want to learn because you feel so strongly about it, be my
guest, I’m all for educating people on deaf culture.”

“Say I want to, what’s the number one lesson I should learn?”

 

Steve sat down at the table next to Thor, happy at how easily everyone was getting along. It
made him think about what Bruce said on the plane in regards to the team.

“First thing you wanna learn is that whatever name-sign someone gives you, it’s important,”
Clint explained. “And you can’t ask to have it changed once you’ve got it.”

“What’s your name-signs for us?” Steve asked.

Clint held up his right hand in a fist, thumb bent over his first two fingers, then held up his
right arm in the same position Steve held his shield and moved his left hand up and down
over it. “That’s you.”

Steve got the feeling the second sign meant the word ‘shield’. “... is a name sign mixing
words together?”

Clint held his thumb up in an ‘okay’ symbol. “Yes. First letter then a word you think fits
them.”

“A language for those who can’t hear,” Thor awed. “Midgard is certainly full of intrigue.
What sign have you given me?”



Clint held up his right hand and hooked his index finger over his unbent thumb, then set his
left hand down like he was bracing on something and made a hammering motion with his
right hand. Thor smirked.

“That seems to be to the point.”

Clint shrugged. “After New Mexico and seeing dozens of rednecks try to move that thing,
might as well use it.”

“And what sign did you bestow upon me?” Tony asked dramatically.

Clint snorted. He did the same first sign as he did for Thor, then turned his hand so the fist
was sideways and aggressively shifted his hand down to point two fingers at Tony. Nat, who
somehow snuck into the room unnoticed, snorted.

Tony looked confused. “Jarvis, what ASL signs did he use for my name?”

“Agent Barton used the signs for the letter T and the insult of ‘asshole’.”

Thor threw his head back in a laugh and Steve failed to hold back his chuckles. Tony looked
absolutely offended, as if he’d never been insulted like that before. Clint spooned another
spoonful of cereal into his mouth with a smug smile.

“Be glad I didn’t use the descriptor word for asshole, that’s way more obvious.”

“Now I’m gonna see you insult me whenever you sign my name. I’m the guy paying for
everything!”

Natasha sat down on Clint’s side of the table. “It’s like he said: you can’t change it once he
assigns it to you.”

Tony got out his phone. “Jarvis, add to my schedule to learn insults in ASL, BSL, and
whatever other SL exists.”

“I would need to give you a block of three days because there are currently 300 different
forms of sign language in existence.”

Steve sat back and watched the others bicker back and forth with a sense of ease. He started
to understand what Bruce meant about strengthening the bond amongst the team. Clint and
Tony were already the type of friends to insult each other playfully, and Natasha was close
with Clint before the Avengers. Steve would say he and Tony were work colleagues with a
good rapport, workplace friends, and as Tony said, he paid for everything.

He decided then that if things between them improved, he’d tell Tony about Bucky.

***

After breakfast, which turned into lunch, Steve decided to go unpack his bags and see how
strange the setup would be. According to Jarvis, there were two apartments per floor and
Tony’s suite on its own, and Bruce was his next door neighbor. The door’s lock was a thumb



scanner that only recognized the Avengers and Agent Hill, and new prints could be
programmed in if Steve wanted (not that he could do it without help).

He’d been so focused on nearly breaking the news to Tony that he didn’t actually take in
what his apartment looked like. As it turned out, it wasn’t as bad as he thought it would be.
The kitchen and living room were an open floor plan only separated by the breakfast bar, and
the door to the apartment had an entrance hall with a closet. Steve carried his bags in and saw
his furniture from the apartment in DC had been moved in. The old posters he’d framed, the
recliner, but the TV had been upgraded to a giant flatscreen. Steve looked in the different
cabinets and drawers of the kitchenette to familiarize himself with it, and with his enhanced
memory, it wouldn’t be hard to remember where it all was.

There was a hallway past the main room that led to another hallway going left to right, two
doors against the wall and one on each end of the hallway. There were four doors total, so
Steve checked the one closest to him. It was a linen closet, fully stocked with his preferred
shampoos, sheets, and towels… and more embarrassingly, pads. Tony had really thought of
everything, hadn’t he? Steve would need to talk about boundaries later.

The next door against the wall to his left revealed a bathroom with both a shower stall and a
large tub. A note on the edge of the tub read ‘ Jacuzzi settings for when you need a massage’
, and the tiles were a forest green. There were two sinks on the left wall and the shower stall
was built into the right wall. The tub was long enough that he could fit his entire body in and
he’d still have wiggle room.

The door on the left end of the hall led to the bedroom. The walls were a navy blue and had a
few of his sketches framed in glass. His old trunk was at the foot of his bed with the stickers
of the different places he’d gone with Bucky and his Ma. Steve put down his bags by the
closet and ran his fingers over the faded tags. Two years before his Ma died, they managed to
scrape together enough cash to visit New Jersey and Coney Island. Bucky’s folks tried to
pitch in, but Mr. Barnes was already struggling at the steel factory so Steve told them no.
That road trip was probably the most fun Steve and his Ma had together before she died.

He didn’t want to get emotional again, so Steve went to the room at the other end of the wall.
Unlike the other rooms with either carpet or tile floors… the floor of this room was aged
wood. The walls were exposed brick like his apartment back in Brooklyn and even had a
similar window overlooking the view from the tower. Steve tested if the walls were real by
touching them… and they were. Along the walls on shelves were different kinds of paint, a
drafting desk with a brand new sketchbook, an easel, everything Steve could only dream of
using when he was in Brooklyn 70 years ago. It was almost too much compacting the
apology gifts on top of the amazing art studio Tony made him. No one outside of Bucky had
shown him this much kindness in his past, and Tony was the only one to show him it in the
21st century.

“Captain,” Jarvis voiced. “Doctor Banner is at the door.”

Steve wiped his eyes and took a deep breath before going to the apartment’s door. Bruce
awkwardly stood in the hallway, a loaf of some kind of bread in his hands.



“New neighbors give housewarming gifts, and I felt bad about missing breakfast,” He
explained.

Steve smiled. “You didn’t miss much.”

He let Bruce inside and the doctor looked around, clearly taking the apartment in. “The beige
walls are nice. Unassuming.”

“Why does that sound like you’re unhappy with your apartment?”

Bruce winced. “He put Hulk merchandise all over my bedroom. The bed was covered in Hulk
plushies and toys.”

Steve suddenly felt like Tony spoiled him in comparison to Bruce. But maybe it was a good
thing that Tony was a bit overzealous about the Hulk, it could mean he liked both sides of
Bruce. Steve went over to the kitchenette and pulled a glass out of the cupboard.

“Did you tell him?” Bruce asked, leaning against the kitchen island.

Steve filled the cup with water from the tap. “Y’know… I thought about what you said, about
strengthening bonds amongst the team… and I think you’re right.” He sipped on the water,
then thought of something. “Jarvis?”

“Captain?”

“Do you record what happens in the Tower?”

“I run surveillance protocols for the entirety of Avengers Tower as well as any Stark
Industries properties or Sir’s private properties.”

“Could you not listen to this conversation? I’d rather not have Tony hear it.”

“Alert me when you finish your conversation and I will bring the surveillance back online.”

“Thanks.”

Bruce nodded and sat the bread down. “Smart.”

“Need to be more careful since Tony apologized for looking at my files.”

“Ah, no doubt he’s looked at all of our files. Tony’s nothing if not curious to the point of
insanity.”

Steve’s face fell. It was easier when everyone thought he was a boy from Brooklyn his entire
life and his pre-1939 files were classified to the highest clearance. The media would get to
that part sooner rather than later, so it was probably better that he told his teammates himself
about it before they read it in the papers.

“My files are a special case,” Steve hesitantly explained. “Everything about me before 1939
was classified to the highest levels because the world wasn’t ready to hear my full story. They



might be now, but things like the misuse of Don’t Ask Don’t Tell makes me think not.”

Bruce blinked. “Oh… you’re gay?”

“That’s… half-right.”

“Half-right?”

“We didn’t have an official term for queer people back in the day, but if we’re going by the
LGBT acronym, I’d be the G and…” Steve braced himself on the breakfast bar. “And the T.”

Bruce didn’t say anything, probably processing what Steve had told him. When Steve found
out there was a widely-accepted term for people like him, that there were now treatments for
people to transition, he’d been overjoyed. But with the good things he learned, there were
also bad things like the “Panic Defense” in several states across the country. Bruce rested his
elbows on the counter and ran a hand through his hair.

“They knew about your gender identity and still enlisted you to Project Rebirth?” He asked.

“It was a hard sell, but Erskine was sure that the serum would transition me rather than
accentuate my biological body. Turns out he was right, it increased my testosterone levels,
shifted my muscle and fat distribution, even deepened my voice enough so I don’t have to
think about it anymore.”

“So… it didn’t change your… biology?”

Steve sighed. “No luck there. Erskine died right after I got the serum, so I couldn’t ask him
why he thought that didn’t happen. Howard had his theories, but we couldn’t test them.”

“Howard Stark was okay with it? Tony’s father?”

“Why is it so hard to believe these days? Tony told me he thought Howard was BiPolar, but
why does that have any bearing on me being trans?”

“Steve, Tony never had a good relationship with Howard. The stories he’s told me, it’s not
hard to be shocked at how accepting his father was with you.” Bruce put his glasses in his
pocket. “But going back to the conversation you had with him, why do your files matter
here?”

“The fact that Tony was so apologetic about what he found makes me hesitant to tell him
about Howard. The upgrade he spent three days working on? It was a hormone delivery
system so I could get higher levels of testosterone without a need for injections, and he
contacted some of the best surgeons out there to arrange a hysterectomy for me to work
around the serum’s healing factor. He’s being way more understanding than I thought
possible about this, and I don’t want to ruin the friendship he’s clearly trying to build up
before it’s had a chance.”

Bruce smiled. “Does it feel good to have allies in that department compared to back then?”



“… I had an ally back then.” He looked out the wall of windows lining the living room. “I
just don’t know where he is.”



Chapter 3

Chapter Summary

A Bucky interlude.

Chapter Notes

When Bucky is referring to his current self, he uses "it" to refer to himself, but when he's
referring to his past self, he uses "him". We're getting a bit into HYDRA Trash Party
territory with this chapter.

See the end of the chapter for more notes

“Bucky?”

 

“Who the hell is Bucky?”

 

The Asset remembered things. They were flashes, scrambled in code it couldn’t decipher yet.
A perfume that made it feel maternal love, flashes of card games played around a campfire
light, cutting long, blonde hair short, a warm, fuzzy feeling from seeing a crooked smile.

The Asset’s current location was a HYDRA safe house that had been wiped off the records
for 30 years. It’d been wiped off the records because officially, it was a museum and
memorial of Azzano base in Italy, which was Captain America’s first successful mission.
Now it was a pile of charred rubble, but the Asset somehow remembered it whole and fully
functional.

 

“Get outta here!”

 

“NO! NOT WITHOUT YOU!!”

 



The target of its last mission had been here too. The plaque for Azzano read as followed:

On October 8th, 1943, Captain America broke through the German lines to save the captured
107th Infantry Regiment from imprisonment by the Axis Powers and HYDRA. Among those
imprisoned was Sergeant James Buchanan Barnes, lifelong friend of Captain America. He
successfully destroyed the factory and freed the POWs, making a 6 hour walk back to camp.

Sergeant James Buchanan Barnes.

Bucky Barnes.

Was that his name?

The Asset sat down in front of the plaque and pulled out the file it had stolen from one of the
HYDRA cells it neutralized. It contained information about experimentation at Azzano, and
one of the subjects was Sergeant Barnes of the 107th Infantry Regiment. As the Asset read,
more memories flooded its mind, things not stated in the report.

 

One of his former handlers, Zola, smiled down at him and stuck an IV into his arm. The pain
seared as it coursed through his veins, making him scream. He wanted to run, to get out, but
he was strapped down to the metal table. Fucking god, it hurt!

 

“A perfect specimen,” The scientist said. “He should be of use to us to test zis new serum.”

 

Zola turned away and took notes on a sheet of paper, muttering about ‘Erskine, be damned’.
Bucky’s vision blurred around the edges from how much pain his body felt. If it went up to his
brain, it could kill him! His drill sergeants said people didn’t die from their intestines being
outside their bodies, the shock of seeing it did. Could the pain shock his brain so badly that it
killed him!?

 

Steve… god, he wouldn’t see Steve again.

 

That punk was pushing it every time he tried to enlist for the army. If the wrong doctor saw
his chest scars, he’d be locked up for being queer, and Bucky wouldn’t be there to get him
out.

 

He should’ve told him…



 

Told him what?

Sometimes the memories cut off at inopportune moments. What did Bucky want to tell Steve
on October 7th, 1943? It must have been important to think when he thought he was dying.
The Asset had stopped turning pages during the memory, the page was a photo of Sergeant
Barnes on the same table with an IV in his arm. The photo quality was poor, given it was
1943, but the Asset could remember how it felt in that moment.

It put the folder back in its backpack and in its stead pulled out the leatherbound journal. The
Asset originally bought it at the Smithsonian gift shop to take notes on the exhibit, but the
book had become a place to write down whatever memories came to mind. It wrote down the
date, the place, and the memory for Azzano. It also added ‘chest scars?’ to analyze later.

With the memory successfully recorded, the Asset replaced the journal and followed the steps
laid out by the HYDRA file. Three clicks South behind the building in the tree line, a metal
manhole was hidden under a bush. The Asset turned the lock and opened the cover. It had
food and other necessary supplies to hide for two weeks, no more than two weeks.

HYDRA being compromised meant it’s agents were scattered, they’d search for any possible
safe havens to escape to, and there were already calls to find the Asset. Moving from
abandoned safe house to abandoned safe house with necessary supplies was a logical way to
hide. The Asset could continue to learn about itself, James Buchanan Barnes, and its last
mission, Steven Grant Rogers.

Chapter End Notes

This is the chapter I had written up to, so it'll be a little bit before the next chapter. See
you soon and thank you all for the amazing comments :)



Chapter 4

Chapter Summary

Tony sets up a PR plan for Steve's coming out, and Steve comes out to the team.

Chapter Notes

Warning: BiPolar mood swings.

Apology gifts aside, Tony was having trouble processing what he found in Steve’s files. The
main reason was that… he kind of had a crush on Steve… starting from before his voice
dropped. And that crush had gotten even stronger after they found Steve alive and he turned
out to be a nice and upstanding guy. Everything the American people would want in a hero
back then. Tony could admit it, he’d jerked off to the thought of Steve fucking him more than
once in his life. Now he had to completely rearrange those fantasies because, well, obvious
reasons.

It was shitty to feel like this, he knew it, but when you spent almost your entire life fanboying
over Captain America, you kind of got jarred over revelations like that. He had no problem
with Steve being trans, his brain was just struggling to catch up. If Tony was struggling with
processing it, the bigots would have a field day, which was why he was setting up a PR
strategy for when the media got to those files.

“Ellen is America’s favorite lesbian,” Tony said to the PR rep. “We could schedule an
exclusive interview with her, then a separate press briefing.”

The PR rep Tiana, a 30-year-old black woman with a history of work for the Stark brand,
gave a look. “Except that Captain Rogers isn’t up to date on pop culture. Doesn’t she scare
people backstage?”

Tony winced at the uncomfortable image of Ellen DeGeneres getting a super-soldier fist to
the face in his head. “Yes she does… okay, not Ellen. What about Oprah?”

“Possibly. She’s doing lots of interviews with HYDRA victims as more incidents of HYDRA
tampering are revealed.”

Tony snapped with a smile. “Rachel Maddow! Political and an open lesbian. She’ll ask about
his past and about working for SHIELD, even the playing field to where Steve is
comfortable.”



Tiana wrote it down on her tablet. “It looks like we’re still a few weeks away from the
mainstream news outlets getting to the files, but the public has access as well, so someone
could make them go viral and jumpstart the process. They’re more focused on all of the
politicians who were outed as HYDRA members.”

Tony spun in his desk chair to ease the tension. He hated having to come up with a PR plan
for Steve, but the last time the guy did any press was for the Senate hearings and WWII
propaganda. Tony’s coming out as bi in 1992 wasn’t exactly taken well (caught in an actual
closet lip-locking with a dude and a girl), Steve at least had the benefit of the world having
progressed socially in the past 30 years, and being Captain America.

Then again… Steve could totally disregard the PR strategy they came up with and just shout
into a megaphone “I AM A TRANSGENDER MAN!” to get the point across. He did have a
penchant for protests back in the day and definitely had enough arrests to back it up.

“Make sure we make donations to LGBT organizations in his name. Something for gays
serving in the armed forces, I’m sure that fund exists somewhere.”

Tiana paused. “… there’s something you’ll need him to clear up, though.”

“What more could we need to clear up?”

“His relationship with Sergeant Barnes.”

Tony froze. “… in what way?”

“He’s going to be coming out as trans and gay, people will speculate if he and Sergeant
Barnes were in a relationship before he was taken by HYDRA. Especially with the trend of
debunking het-washed history and that book getting published about two soldiers’ letters
during WWII.”

Tony… had his suspicions in the past. It was hard not to when he saw Barnes’ photo in
Steve’s compass that he still carried around with him. If his dad and Aunt Peggy were willing
to go their entire lives without revealing Steve’s gender identity, they definitely would stay
quiet about Barnes and Steve having a secret relationship. Maybe it was why Steve was
hellbent on finding his long-lost best friend, they could’ve been more than best friends
before.

“I’ll ask him about it and send you an update.”

“You don’t know?”

Tony groaned. “Look, I’m upset that we even have to do this, Tiana! The fact that he’s gotta
make a statement and do the press shit isn’t fair on him, he should be able to just live his life
avenging with the team and stopping HYDRA, politics of gender identities be damned. I’ll
send you the information when I get it, alright?”

Tiana looked taken aback, but she nodded and left his office. As soon as she was gone, Tony
took one of his anxiety pills since his outburst was definitely a swing without cause. He took



some deep breaths like his therapist recommended and counted to ten so he could give the
meds a chance to work. It wasn’t like Steve was his to begin with, Tony wasn’t even born
until after he’d been in the ice for a few decades. If Bucky Barnes was his long-lost lover, so
be it, it wasn’t like Tony ever had a chance anyway. He was pushing 45 with a history of
partying, sex, and BiPolar II, what could a young and beautiful super soldier see in that?

Eventually, the meds kicked in and his anxiety was down to a small, contained bubble. He
had to get a grip on himself with his crush, he couldn’t snap at his employees like that again.
He got out his phone and sent off a quick email to Tiana to apologize for his behavior, adding
that she could have Saturday off her trouble.

***

“Didn’t new recruits in the 40’s have to be, like, topless in front of recruiters?” Clint asked as
he did pull-ups.

Steve rolled his eyes as he did another rep with the barbell. “Yep, we did.”

“And you got away with it five times?”

Steve set the bar down and sat up. “I had a double mastectomy in 1939. I had a friend who
was a queer surgeon that did unusual surgeries like this, so he did the surgery for half the
price.”

“Friends in high places. Man, the gay community was way more close-knit back then.”

“And because people like me weren’t widely known about, the recruiters bought the lie that I
had an accident involving my chest.”

“Ignorant pricks,” Clint jumped down and stretched his back out. “No offense.”

“It’s alright. It’s a good thing they were ignorant pricks or I would’ve been in jail… again.”

Steve tried to be open about his experiences with his teammates since Tony looked at his files
a week ago. Everyone had taken it well (though Thor needed some clarification on a few
things, since apparently his brother liked to switch presentations on occasion), and they were
interested in how Steve got by in the 40s as a transgender man. It wasn’t easy, and Steve
didn’t sugarcoat anything. He’d told them how he almost got assaulted because he had blood
on his pants, how Bucky’s mom altered the clothing he got so it didn’t show his curves, and
how agonizing it was to make his voice deeper so people didn’t get suspicious. In return, they
told him stories of how things had improved the last 73 years, like parents letting their trans
teenagers take hormone blockers to stop their biological puberty and the invention of binding
tape for those who didn’t have “top surgery” yet.

“So… it’s not any of my business or anything, but you and Wilson did search for him for six
months-.”

“No, Bucky and I weren’t together.”

Clint raised an eyebrow. “You sure?”



“Definitely. Bucky was a skirt-chaser, he had lots of dates back in the day with beautiful
women. He was a smooth-talker, strong jaw, blue eyes, and a great smile.” Steve smiled.
“Anyone was lucky to have him.”

“Sounds like you wanted to be one of them.”

Steve’s head shot up and Clint had a knowing look on his face. He hadn’t meant for that to
slip out or to be obvious about it, especially when Bucky didn’t feel the same way back then.
There was… an incident back in 1940, but Bucky had been so drunk he couldn’t remember it
and he didn’t want to ruin their friendship. Steve couldn’t help the blush that appeared on his
cheeks at Clint’s somehow accurate assessment.

“Like I said, he was a skirt-chaser,” Steve said as he stood up. “Even if I wanted him, he
wouldn’t have wanted me.”

Clint frowned. “I’m sorry, Cap.”

Steve grabbed his gym bag. “It happens. I just want him to be safe.”

Steve left the gym with that familiar sting of longing in his chest.

***

That night, Tony made the elevator ride to Steve’s floor and knocked on his door. He had
override codes for the entire building, but it was just polite to knock at someone’s door when
visiting, even if he owned the building. He figured it was best to get the conversation about
Barnes out of the way immediately so it was over with. After a few moments, Steve opened
the door in his pajamas.

“Did I interrupt your beauty sleep?” Tony asked.

“No, just unwinding for the night.”

Steve opened the door wider and let Tony in. Clearly Tony had done well with designing the
apartment given how barely anything was changed. Steve’s apartment in DC was pretty retro,
so it only made sense to make the apartment similar to it. Tony had been especially proud of
himself with the art studio as, in his experience, artists never quit their art even in completely
different jobs.

“Heard you were taking the initiative of coming out to everyone.”

“It’s better they hear it from me instead of the media when they get to those files.”

Tony sighed. “So… I know you hate dealing with the press and all that, you’d rather blow up
HYDRA bases or save starving children than face the flashbulbs. Which I get, but what I
found in your files… they’ll need a PR strategy to handle it.”

“Did you already come up with one?”



“Half of it. Talk to interviewers who are LGBT, hold a press conference at the Tower, update
the Smithsonian exhibit, things like that. But there’s one thing I need you to clear up before
we sign off on that plan.”

Steve folded his arms over his chest. “You mean Bucky?”

“Yeah. It’s not any of my damn business who you were with before or during the war, but
there’s gonna be questions-.”

“I was never with Bucky before I crashed the plane.”

Selfishly, the knot in Tony’s gut loosened at the fact Steve and Barnes were never an item.
The self-obsessed idiot in him was happy that it meant Tony had a shot with Steve, but the
logical side was happy that Steve wasn’t in love with someone who might not remember
those feelings again. That heartbreak would be too damn much to handle, even for the
world’s first super soldier.

 

Somehow… telling Tony about Bucky felt more intimate than it had with the rest of the team.
He didn’t say he had an interest in Bucky unless they asked, so they just knew he was gay.
Natasha, for all of her matchmaking, said she was just poking fun and knew Steve liked men.
Thor didn’t see what the big deal was because Asgard didn’t have issues with things like that.
Hill knew, because she knew almost all of what Fury did and had been there during the failed
simulation when he woke up. With Tony… Steve felt that conflicted feeling in his chest about
it, the one that made him feel like he replaced Bucky with Tony both as a friend and as a
crush.

Steve sat on the couch so he had an excuse to look at the floor. “Not that I wouldn’t have
wanted to be with him back then, but he only dated women and we did double dates as a
cover for me being gay. More often than not, he left with both girls he picked up and I was
glad he did. Less of a chance that someone found out about everything wrong with me.”

“Hey, there’s nothing wrong with being trans. There’s records of the ancient Greeks having
their own mythology around trans people, you just happened to be born when people didn’t
understand it.”

Steve chuckled. “Howard said something like that when I asked him if he was okay with it,
only about medieval records of trans people.”

Tony sat down next to him but Steve didn’t look up. “You know, everything you’ve said
about my dad doesn’t add up with how he was when I was a kid. As soon as he figured out I
inherited his brains, he wanted me to be just like him and constantly put me down for making
mistakes. I got trained how to smile for the cameras when I was four.”

“I’m sorry.” Steve finally looked up. “Something must’ve happened to him in between then
and when you were born because he was never that bad when I knew him.”



Tony frowned. “Then I got the opposite of nepotism, or nepotism on steroids depending on
who you ask. The only time I heard him say that he was proud of me, genuinely proud, was
when Fury sent me his things to build my new arc reactor. There was a reel full of outtakes
from his Stark Expo video, and of course, I came in during one of the takes and screwed up
the model he was presenting. But when everyone was gone… he looked at the camera and
told me he believed in me. He said that while he didn’t have the tech to achieve the creation
he wanted, he knew I’d be able to do it… and that I was his greatest achievement. It took him
dying for him to finally say it to me.”

Steve could see Tony’s eyes mist up and it made the guilt twist in Steve’s chest. Howard
should’ve been alive to tell Tony all of that, but HYDRA took that away from him. Zola,
Pierce, SHIELD, it took away Tony’s chance of peace with his father, and they used Bucky to
pull the trigger. Bucky, who had no idea what he was doing and was forced to by
brainwashing and torture.

 

Another mood swing over stupid shit. Tony wasn’t usually the type to cry outside of therapy,
but somehow Steve got it out of him. He was just so easy to open up to, he had a great habit
of letting Tony go on about random things that did or didn’t matter. Steve still shut him down
on bad ideas, but so did Pepper (even though he didn’t always listen). Steve was just… so
Steve about everything, good or bad. Tony took a few deep breaths and wiped his eyes.

“Didn’t mean to unload on you,” He said. “I usually save this stuff for therapy sessions.”

Steve smiled. “I’ve been open with you about personal things, it’s only fair that you get to do
the same.”

“You have your own list of issues, you don’t need to add mine to it.”

Steve placed a comforting hand on Tony’s shoulder. “I really don’t mind if you want to talk to
me, Tony. You’ve done a lot for the team by letting us stay here, it’s the least I can do.”

Steve’s hand felt incredibly warm on his shoulder, but Tony could tell he was a little
uncomfortable. He probably thought he was required to listen to Tony’s bullshit as some kind
of messiah complex or he felt indebted to Tony. Nobody wanted to hear how terrible their
friends actually were to their face, and Tony was full of terrible stories about his dad.
Although he had to admit, it was interesting to hear how different his dad had been as a
young scientist helping the war effort. Maybe he’d build Steve a flying car that worked as
opposed to the one that failed at the Stark Expo Steve went to.

“Well, I don’t wanna keep you up too late.” Tony stood up and headed for the door. “Now
that I’ve got the information I need, we’ll have a full PR plan for when the vultures take aim
at you.”

Steve followed him to the door. “One of the things I miss about the 40s: reporters weren’t as
rabid as they are now.”



“They barely count as reporters, they’re more like gossip parasites that suck the life out of
you.”

“It still makes them rabid.” Steve opened the door for him. “I’ll see you soon.”

“Indeed you will.”

 

After Tony left, Steve went into his bedroom and opened his closet to reveal the safe he’d
bought. It wasn’t electric, someone would need to use a stethoscope and old fashioned
instinct to get the combination code right. After what happened with HYDRA and SHIELD,
Steve thought it was necessary to keep extra passports, cash, and credit cards in a safe place.
Nat and Bruce helped him rig it so that if someone tried to saw through it, a gas would be
released that would knock out everyone in the room for two hours and an alarm would go off.

Steve rotated the dial to the right combination, turned the lever, and opened the safe. Aside
from the bug-out gear, Steve had Bucky’s files from the Kremlin and the online dump. He
pulled out the mission report for 1992 and sat on his bed with it. He’d thought about giving
this file and Bucky’s Winter Soldier file to Tony as the way to tell him, but that would just be
a way to avoid the conversation they’d need to have. If Sam found Bucky and they both came
back to the Tower before Steve told Tony the truth, that would be absolutely catastrophic for
the team. Steve felt like he was trapped with this information and no good way to say it
without the team imploding.

No matter how badly he wanted to tell Tony, it wasn’t the right time yet. He’d only been at
the Tower for over a week, they needed more time to get settled. Steve decided that he’d tell
the truth after Steve went through the media circus about his files.



Chapter 5

Chapter Summary

The Avengers have their first mission together and gain an unexpected ally.

Only two weeks in and they already had a HYDRA base to raid in the great white north. Who
would have thought Canada would have Nazi villains in it? Tony knew he didn’t experience
major anxiety in battle, so he didn’t bother with the anxiety meds before he got on the
quinjet. Bruce decided to stay behind this time, at least until he and Tony finished building
and testing Veronica, but the files they had didn’t seem to involve weaponry that needed the
Hulk to be taken down.

The base in question was in the province of Alberta in the middle of the woods, perfect for
secrecy since everyone kept to themselves (according to Natasha). And since Tony got the
delivery system for Steve finished the day before takeoff, it was the perfect opportunity to
battle test the device.

In the locker room, Tony caught Steve rubbing at the thigh where they did the injection.
“Feeling alright?”

“I can kind of feel it in there.”

“Your body isn’t trying to expel it, is it?”

“No, it’s just strange.”

“Took me a while to get used to this.” Tony tapped the glow of his arc reactor. “Not as
discreet as the implant, but you’ll get there.”

“I hope so. I don’t want it distracting me while I’m in the middle of a fight.”

“There are worse things to get distracted by.”

“Like what?”

Tony kept the answer to himself, since he didn’t think it was appropriate to discuss Steve’s
ass in his suit. The number of times Tony had watched the mission footage to get optimal
angles of Steve’s ass was best left unsaid.

***

On the quinjet, Steve went over the plan with the team again before takeoff. It was a
straightforward plan based on the HYDRA files they’d collected: stealth to approach the



base, collect as much intel as possible, arrest as many HYDRA agents as they could for
interrogation by Interpol and the team. Compared to when they took down the Insight
helicarriers, it’d be a fairly easy mission to complete.

Steve got a text from Sam to call him. He went to the back of the jet to make the call.

“Steve, I’ve got some good news,” Sam said.

“What is it?”

“Got a lock on Barnes. He’s in Alberta, Canada, headed to the forest. No idea what’s out
there, but that’s where he’s headed.”

Steve froze up. Bucky was going to the same HYDRA base they were, after almost seven
months of being off the grid. There had been reports of HYDRA operatives being
assassinated with proof of their connections left behind in the form of a file, but Steve didn’t
want to believe Bucky was the one doing that. Clearly, he was wrong.

“… are you sure?”

“Last sighting was in Edmonton headed towards Whitecourt.”

Steve took a breath. “There’s a HYDRA base near Birch Mountain, we’re on our way there to
take it out.”

“Damn… that’s sooner than I expected. Keep me updated.”

“Thanks Sam.” Steve hung up.

Steve knew he’d need to update the team before they got to Alberta. The last seven months of
intel told Steve that Bucky was taking revenge against HYDRA, but only Natasha knew that
Bucky was who saved him from the river after the helicarriers were destroyed. He didn’t
want anyone to attack Bucky because they thought he was still HYDRA. Steve made his way
toward the cockpit and stood next to Tony’s seat.

“Everyone, I just got intel about the base we’re flying to,” Steve announced.

The team perked up and Tony even let Jarvis take the wheel.

“Sam Wilson just informed me that another enemy of HYDRA’s is making their way to the
base right now, so we’ll have an ally in this raid.”

Clint checked some of his arrow tips. “Anyone we know for sure won’t stab us in the back?”

“As far as I know, they’ve been cleaning up more minor cells around the world since
SHIELD fell. The Alberta base is their latest target.”

“They seem like an ally we could use,” Thor said.



“Yeah… but he might not work with us again after this. Our mission just happens to coincide
with his.”

Tony raised an eyebrow. “Now you’ve switched the pronouns. Who’s this mystery ally we’ll
be dealing with?”

“… Bucky.”

Everyone stiffened at Steve’s admission. He could understand if they were unsure about
Bucky after all this time, but Steve had to believe there was still something good in him, even
if the others didn’t. Thor mindlessly tugged at the dark braid in his hair.

“Are you sure he won’t harm us?” Thor asked.

“He’s been taking out HYDRA cells, so he’s at least HYDRA’s enemy.”

Tony sighed. “Looks like we’re gonna get a war veterans’ reunion on our first mission. Think
you can handle it, Cap?”

Steve hesitated before he answered. “It’ll happen whether I can handle it or not.”

 

The Asset hid its belongings on one of the cliff faces of Mount Birch. The HYDRA base was
8.3 miles into the woodlands cloaked by reflective panels, but the Asset had the location
marked on its map. It had purchased some climbing supplies so it could scale the mountain
on its return mission, and after nailing in the rope, it climbed down the cliff and started its
pursuit of the base.

It had waited five hours for sunset so the Asset had the cover of night to conceal its approach.
With photographic memory, the Asset could retrace its steps when it finished its mission; a
mission it chose , not a mission it was assigned to. A military truck disguised as a livestock
truck went down the dirt road, so the Asset grabbed onto the back bumper and let the truck
take it the rest of the way to the base. It could hear soldiers speaking in Canadian French to
one another, and the Asset could understand it.

“Trop de gens ont fui vers la base, nous allons attirer l'attention sur nous.” (Too many people
have fled to the base, we’ll be drawing attention to ourselves.) One soldier said.

“Nous avons eu l'induction de masse des sujets de test en 2003 et personne ne s'en souciait.
Penses-tu vraiment que quelqu'un viendra nous trouver maintenant ?” (We had the mass
induction of test subjects in 2003 and no one cared. Do you really think someone will come
find us now?) Another asked.

“HYDRA contrôlait toujours le SHIELD et n'avait pas d'informations en ligne. Même le
Soldat de l'Hiver n'est plus contrôlé par nous.” (HYDRA was still controlling SHIELD and
didn’t have information dumped online. Even the Winter Soldier is no longer controlled by
us.)



The Asset smirked as the truck rolled up to the gate. It slid to the undercarriage of the truck
and waited for the guards to let them through. The truck continued forward, and when it
parked, the Asset taped a grenade to the underside of the truck and pulled the pin.

 

Five minutes before they reached Alberta, Jarvis gave them an alert.

“Sir, it appears the HYDRA personnel are already engaged with a hostile.”

“A single hostile?” Steve asked.

Jarvis showed the heat signature readings that revealed a single person fighting HYDRA
soldiers. Just from the fighting style and the way they moved, Steve could tell it was Bucky.
There was already fire and several bodies on the ground.

“Bucky’s already started his raid.”

Natasha loaded her gun. “Hope he doesn’t mind if we join the party.”

Tony got up from the pilot’s seat and summoned his armor. “We better get started before
there’s nothing left.”

“Jarvis, take us down and land five miles out,” Steve said.

The quinjet started to descend and landed in a clearing. Once outside, Thor summoned his
armor, Steve checked his gun, and Clint opened his bow.

“What’s the plan, Cap?” Clint asked.

“With Bucky already starting his attack, we can forget about the stealth part of our mission.
Nat, you and Clint focus on downloading intel and collecting files, do not engage unless
necessary. Thor, take down any turrets you find, Tony and I will find Bucky and help take
down combatants.”

“And who said I’m helping Barnes?” Tony asked.

“You could join Clint and Natasha, but I’d feel better knowing you had our backs.”

From inside the quinjet, Steve heard Natasha’s bike rev and she rolled out onto the snow.
Clint perched himself on the back and readied a few arrows from his quiver.

“Keep an eye on Barnes, J,” Tony said. “Cap, should I carry you bridal style or would that be
too much?”

Steve blushed. “Can I hold onto your back?”

“Arm around the shoulder, then.”

“I mean, it could work-.”



“If you two are done flirting,” Nat cut in. “We have a HYDRA base to raid.”

 

Tony smirked under his mask at Steve’s deepened blush, but Steve had the common sense to
order everyone to move out and wrapped an arm around Tony’s shoulders. He may have felt
good wrapping an arm around Steve’s waist, though he would keep that between him and his
therapist. They all took off and headed toward the base.

Based on the readings Jarvis gave to his HUD, Barnes had already done some serious damage
on his own. 15 bodies were on the ground and something had definitely exploded going by
the fire already raging. Hopefully, the fire wouldn’t spread to the building before they
gathered all of their intel.

“Cap, he’s up to 15-” Another goon went down. “Scratch that, 16 kills already.”

“Everyone looks too busy with Barnes to notice us coming,” Clint said over the comms.
“Should make getting the intel easier.”

“Do not engage unless absolutely necessary,” Steve ordered. “We need the ones who are left
alive for interrogation and arrest.”

Once they got over the compound, Tony and Steve dropped into the middle of the battle next
to Barnes. He was in all black tack gear and strapped to the nines with knives, guns, and
grenades. Clearly Barnes was out for blood, the exact opposite of what the team needed. He
almost attacked until Steve pushed him out of the way to throw his shield at a guy about to
take a shot at his buddy.

“Shoot to disable,” Steve told Barnes. “We need them alive.”

 

The Asset hadn’t anticipated this possibility. It thought the base was hidden well enough that
Steve Rogers’ team wouldn’t find it until after the Asset had cleared it of all HYDRA agents.
But to have Steve Rogers order it to leave agents alive… it didn’t feel wrong the way the
Asset thought it would to have orders again. It felt natural, like picking up an old hobby it
never forgot. The Asset shot another incoming agent in the legs to disable, despite its training
to shoot to kill.

Iron Man flew above them and handled combatants on the roof. Rogers continued to use his
shield to block bullets and take down enemies. But then the Asset heard the pin of a grenade
with its enhanced hearing and a metal ding between where Rogers and the Asset were back to
back.

“Grenade!” It warned

The Asset ran for cover behind a car, but Rogers flipped his shield to the back and covered
the grenade with it. Rogers actually laid on top of the shield and the grenade exploded under
the vibranium without causing damage.



It remembered.

 

“You jumped on a grenade during basic?” Bucky asked.

 

They took a break from the long trek they had to make back to camp. Bucky had been asking
question after question because, holy shit, his best friend was suddenly taller than him and
looked like a grown ass man. And he was in Italy when he should’ve been in Brooklyn.

 

“I didn’t know it was a dummy grenade. I didn’t think, I just… did what I thought was right.”

 

“Are you nuts? You could’a been blown to bits if that wasn’t fake.”

 

Steve sighed. “Protecting comrades from harm is part of being a soldier. They didn’t even
authorize me to come get you, I did it on my own.” Steve looked into Bucky’s eyes. “I’m with
you to the end of the line, remember? I’ll take a million bullets for you, Buck, as long as
you’re safe.”

 

Bucky couldn’t help that old feeling coming back at Steve’s words. For a long time, he was
the only one who had Steve’s back, and it wasn’t just out of friendship. Being in love with the
little punk, it was dangerous, but he’d probably feel that way forever because Steve was an
incredible man…

 

In love…?

Bucky Barnes was in love with Steve Rogers?

 

Steve picked his shield back up and looked up at Bucky. The expression on his face was one
of pure shock and pain, like he had some sort of revelation in the past 30 seconds. It wasn’t
that dissimilar to the look he had in DC when Steve realized who the Winter Soldier was. It
didn’t last long because Tony dropped down next to Steve and said,

“Cap, most of the bad guys have retreated inside the complex. They might find Nat and
Clint.”



“Clint, Natasha, status?” Steve asked into the comms.

“We’re at 80% complete download, but some assailants have already come our way,” Clint
reported. “Could use some cover.”

“Tony, keep watch,” Steve ordered, then approached Bucky slowly. “Bucky… will you help
me clear the inside of the complex?”

Bucky didn’t respond for a long time, eyes downcast to the ground. Steve didn’t expect
things to immediately go back to the way things were as soon as he found Bucky, there were
too many things HYDRA did to him for that to happen. Sam had warned him to be prepared
for that possibility, but it didn’t keep Steve from hoping that he’d get his best friend back.

“Affirmative,” Bucky said.

Steve couldn’t stop the smile from spreading onto his face. “Okay.”

They both ran in the nearest entrance and started to scout the halls.

 

Tony could admit, he was a little jealous of Barnes getting to spend mission time alone with
Steve. It made tactical sense given how Barnes wasn’t in a big, metal suit and had stealth
training (according to Steve, anyway). The fact that Steve was quick to trust Barnes after only
a few minutes of fighting together just rubbed Tony the wrong way.

He did a quick thermal scan of the area and found two trucks headed for the base. Some
HYDRA guy must have called reinforcements when Barnes first attacked. Tony headed in
that direction where there was thunder already.

“Thor, I got readings of two vehicles headed our way. Wanna help me take them out?” Tony
asked.

“It would be my pleasure,” Thor answered.

To his right, Thor appeared with his hammer and he jumped down onto the road, right in
front of one of the trucks. It lasted all of 30 seconds, but Thor slammed his hammer into the
hood of one of the trucks and the whole thing flipped over his head. That was almost as
badass as when Tony blew up the Nine Rings’ tank on his first time out in the Mk-2, but he
had better style. Tony blew out the tires of the second truck with mini-missiles. Not as flashy
as flipping a car, but it did the job.

 

The Asset felt a strange sensation from being alone with Rogers. It was both a tightening in
its chest and a flutter of its heart. It didn’t know what that meant or if it was significant, but it
was a distraction that would affect its mission. It also had a much more distracting sensation
in its pelvic region from watching Rogers take out two guards single-handedly.



Rogers put his shield back on his back and let out a breath. “How many agents did you count
when you scouted this place?”

“What?”

“You had to watch this place for a while to pull off a raid like this. How many?”

The Asset quickly turned around and shot a guard about to shoot them down the other end of
the hall. “Didn’t need to scout. Hacked into HYDRA files and read about this base.”

“So how many were on the roster?”

“83 in rotation. Some scattered after you took down SHIELD and went into hiding.”

Given how many combatants they’d already disabled, there were only five left on base unless
reinforcements were called. With Rogers’ team there, they could handle the rest of the
HYDRA agents. The Asset opened its tack jacket and pulled out the file it saved for the base.
Without a word, it held the file out to Rogers to take. It had hoped every file would explain
its reason for neutralizing the people it did, it didn’t want to be labeled a mindless murderer
anymore now that HYDRA was falling apart.

 

Steve knew what this was, given the reports Sam had sent him about the assassinated
HYDRA agents. If Bucky was handing him the file, that meant he was about to disappear
again. It broke Steve’s heart that after months of searching for him, Bucky wanted to leave
again.

“Don’t,” Steve said. “You don’t need to disappear again, you can come with us.”

Bucky shook his head. “No.”

“Bucky-.”

“There’s too many cells still active. Your team can’t neutralize them all.”

“Then help us neutralize them,” Steve begged. “Please, don’t leave again… don’t leave me
again.”

Bucky looked conflicted and Steve hoped he changed his mind… but he dropped the file on
the ground and ran.

 

“Bucky!” Rogers shouted as he followed the Asset.

The Asset continued its retreat, unwilling to interact more with Steve Rogers. It needed to
process what it remembered and search for the next target. It wasn’t lying when it said
Rogers’ team couldn’t neutralize all of the HYDRA cells, there were still 358 around the



globe. The Asset ran through the remains of the base as fast as it could and into the cover of
night.

“Bucky, stop!!” Rogers shouted.

The Asset picked up speed and used a retractable line to climb a tall tree. It continued its
escape by jumping trees to make it to the cliff. From afar, it could see Iron Man and the God
fight a group of agents in front of upturned trucks. Someone had tripped the emergency alarm
to call in reinforcements, but clearly Iron Man and the God could handle them. The Asset
needed Steve Rogers’ team to leave it alone.

 

Steve lost him, after Bucky had helped him. He fell to his knees as he panted and felt
absolutely lost. Bucky truly thought he was the only one who could take down HYDRA, one
man against an organization that had wormed its way into the modern world. Steve could
understand if it was born out of revenge, but it felt like Bucky thought he was the only one he
could do it, even when Steve begged.

He heard Natasha’s bike stop behind him. “He’s gone?” Natasha asked.

“Yeah.”

“Cap,” Tony said over the comms. “If you want, I can do a body heat scan to track him
down.”

“Don’t…” It hurt to turn down Tony’s offer. “He’ll come back when he’s ready.”

Steve hoped one day, Bucky would be ready.



Chapter 6

Chapter Summary

New information is brought to light about old enemies, and Tony is having trouble
handling it.

Tony couldn’t get out of his head how desperate Steve sounded over the comms when he
asked - no, begged - Barnes to come back with them. The entire ride back to the Tower, Steve
looked like a wounded puppy, and it hurt Tony to see him like that in ways that definitely
made it clear he liked Steve for more than his bulging muscles. Steve must have really loved
Barnes before the ice. A few minutes outside of New York, Hill called to tell them the FBI
was at the Tower to get copies of any information they collected, which meant Steve would
have to go from mourning losing Barnes again to talking to a bunch of government suits.

“Jarvis, have you started sifting through the information from the base?” Tony asked.

“I have, Sir. There is a high concentration of files regarding smuggling biotechnologies
across the border to certain weapons manufacturers such as Hammer Industries.”

Tony groaned loudly. “Hammer Industries? Really?”

Natasha rolled her eyes. “I’m not questioning him.”

Steve looked up from his moping. “What’s the problem with Hammer Industries?”

“Aside from making absolutely atrocious weaponry, their jackass CEO hired a guy who tried
to kill me to make their own version of my Iron Man suits. I was kinda… spiraling at the
time, so Rhodey stole one of my suits in exchange for new weapons from Hammer, and that’s
how he got the first version of his War Machine suit.”

“I thought it was Iron Patriot now?” Clint asked from where he was wrapping his ankle.

“It’s back to War Machine. There can be only one spangly outfitted superhero, Barton.”

“Patriotism isn’t a brand, Tony,” Steve pointed out. “But back to the point: HYDRA was
sending the company bio-tech, so he could have been experimenting with even more deadly
weaponry than knock-off suits.”

“Justin Hammer was Stern’s star pupil at the Senate hearings where they tried to take my
suits, so I’m not surprised. But Hammer’s weaponry was so bad that he probably barely made
any headway on his projects before SHIELD got him.” Tony paused as a realization hit him.
“And if SHIELD got him, that work would’ve been kickstarted into overdrive because of
HYDRA raiding his locations”



Everyone looked up at that, because it made sense. If HYDRA sold Hammer the foundations
of bio-weapons, then arrested him for breaking out Vanko, they would literally have stolen
their product back from their buyer after however long he had them. Hammer would have
kept records of all of the tech he tried to make with the bio-weapons, and while the guy was
an arrogant dumbass, he was smarter than a high school science teacher. Hell, he could have
had Vanko doing side-work on bio-weaponry.

“Sir… I just found another connection that will require quite a large legal team to handle.”
Jarvis sounded nervous about it.

“What is it?”

A picture came up of someone Tony hadn’t expected to ever hear about again: Obadiah
Stane. There were pictures of him being awarded some kind of HYDRA honor medal, and
shaking hands with his dad.

“HYDRA’s illegal weapons sales revealed Obadiah Stane was planted at Stark Industries to
eventually take over the company, and supply weapons to enemies of the US. Which means
Obadiah Stane was acting on HYDRA’s orders when he sold weapons to the Ten Rings and
planned your kidnapping. He was part of HYDRA’s efforts to destabilize the world for Project
Insight.”

Tony’s stomach dropped to somewhere a few thousand feet below the quinjet. How could
HYDRA have been so close to home but his Dad hadn’t seen it? He built SHIELD from
nothing, and HYDRA had grown under his fucking nose for decades inside his own
company. Stane had tried to get him killed before, and it was sheer luck that the Ten Rings
didn’t off him like they’d planned.

Afghanistan was because of HYDRA.

 

Steve suddenly felt like Obadiah Stane’s motives made more sense. He’d read Tony’s files
when he’d been briefed on Loki, and he never understood why Stane would take such a dark
turn in his role at Stark Industries. HYDRA and Zola destabilized the world enough to make
Project Insight a necessity, they needed a gun pointed at the world to finally take it over.
Stane had supplied weapons to the same terrorist group that kidnapped Tony to do that…
which meant HYDRA was responsible, in part, for who Tony became.

“Jarvis,” Steve called out.

“Captain?”

 “Send all of the related intel to Hill. It looks like we’ll need some time to recover.”

“I shall notify her immediately, Captain.”

Tony looked ready to break down, and Steve couldn’t blame him. Finding out the
organization Howard and Peggy had built was taken over from within, it had been



devastating for Steve. He’d thought he left HYDRA in the last century, they’d won the war
and Johann Schmidt had died when he touched the tesseract. For Tony, he probably felt like
HYDRA created Iron Man and all he invented since he stopped making weaponry. HYDRA
had tainted the company Howard had left to his son when he was killed, and Tony didn’t even
know how far HYDRA’s reach was yet.

***

After he cleaned up and got checked out by medical, Steve felt like he needed some of
Bruce’s advice before he talked to Tony. Bruce, whether he liked it or not, knew Tony very
well and would have a better understanding of how he’d take the news. Steve knocked on the
doctor’s door and a few moments later, Bruce answered. He looked… like he’d been
painting. The old t-shirt he had on had stripes of black paint and so did his arms. Considering
it was almost 11 at night, that was strange.

“Did I interrupt?” Steve asked.

“No, not at all. I was just, uh, taking a break. Please, come in.”

Bruce let him into the apartment and Steve could see he was actually painting the walls of his
apartment. It looked like green paint was being covered by a strange black all over his living
room. The can on the floor told Steve it was chalkboard paint, which he didn’t even know
existed.

“How was the mission?” Bruce asked.

“It… it was rough.”

“I thought the base didn’t have high tech weapons to worry about?”

“It’s not that.” Steve took a seat on one of the tarp covered chairs. “Bucky had already chosen
the base as his latest target, and he started his raid before we showed up.”

Bruce looked shocked and sat on the coffee table. “Are you okay after all that?”

“He didn’t attack us, if that’s what you’re asking.”

“Well, I didn’t want to assume-.”

“It makes sense that you’d assume it, even if it isn’t right. After all he’s done, no one knows
how his mind works anymore… but he did end up helping us clear the base.”

Bruce visibly deflated. “Did he come back with you?”

“... he ran when the job was finished. He thinks he’s the only one who can take out the rest of
HYDRA’s active cells, even when I asked him to help us do that. But Tony… he’s not doing
well either.”

“What happened?”



“We collected all of the intel we could off of the base’s computers, and it revealed HYDRA
was smuggling bio-tech weaponry across the border to American weapons manufacturers.
But it also revealed that Obadiah Stane was planted by HYDRA to take over Stark Industries,
which means-.”

“He helped plan Howard and Mariah’s deaths.”

“And inadvertently helped create a threat to HYDRA when he tried to kill Tony in
Afghanistan.”

Bruce looked stunned. “That’s… I don’t even know what to say, it’s-it’s insanity. First
SHIELD, now Stark Industries. Tony will have to do god knows how many background
checks on all of his employees that were around when Stane was.”

“I don’t think that’s what’s on his mind right now.”

“Sorry, the scientist in me is worried about all the variables this implicates, especially with
most of the employees here being on Tony’s payroll.”

“Well, you’re not wrong… but with Stane’s motives out in the open and Bucky showing up
on our mission... I have to tell Tony.”

Bruce sighed, but he didn’t argue. Knowing how close HYDRA was to Tony’s life, Steve
knew he had to tell Tony about Howard and Mariah as soon as possible. He deserved to know
how much HYDRA had actually influenced his life, and about the person Steve was
desperate to bring home. Hopefully the fact that Bucky helped them raid the base would
make the news hurt a little less.

“Be careful,” Bruce warned. “Tony has a habit of not taking his medications, so it’s up in the
air if he’s fully medicated right now.”

“I don’t think any amount of medication in the world could keep Tony from breaking down
from this.”

“I wouldn’t be surprised if he’s already scheduling an emergency session with his therapist
right now.”

***

Tony locked himself in the lab and worked on… he didn’t even know what it was anymore.
He’d just started building out of random shit he found in the lab after he scheduled an
emergency session with his therapist for the next morning. Finding out HYDRA practically
created him and probably murdered his parents was more than he could handle. It was
technically the next morning, so he’d taken his meds and an anti-anxiety pill to top it off.
There was no way he could go to sleep without an embarrassing amount of alcohol, and
alcohol didn’t interact well with his meds, which meant he was doomed to tinker for the
entire night.

“What does this look like, J?” Tony asked as he looked over the mechanical monstrosity.



“I find myself thinking it’s reminiscent of Pablo Picasso’s Weeping Woman painting.”

Tony tilted his head to get a better angle. “I was going for one of those modern art statues
Pepper likes so much.”

“Unfortunately, having a sense of style and aesthetic does not necessarily mean artistic
ability in your case.”

“One could argue being an engineer is being an artist that works with science.” Tony put his
wrench down on his workbench and plopped into a desk chair. “I just switched my paints
from weaponry to… a million other things.”

Tony couldn’t help but think he didn’t change the direction of the company soon enough. His
company had helped HYDRA ruin the world enough to almost take it over. Howard had
spent decades fighting those maniacs and they found someone to worm their way in. His Dad
considered Obie a friend, one of his closest friends, and he’d just been a pawn in a bigger
game of world domination.

“Sir… may I give a personal opinion on the matter?”

“Since when have I programmed you with personal opinions?”

“I believe it was a drunken night on your 35th birthday when you said you wanted me to be a
voice of reason.”

“Ah, must have been blackout drunk for that. Lay it on me, Jarvis.”

“My personal opinion is that I don’t believe HYDRA created you as you are. Mr. Stane’s plan
was to arrange your murder abroad, HYDRA planned on installing him as CEO of Stark
Industries after your death. You had averted their plan by creating your chest implanted arc
reactor, and inevitably, used that technology to create the Iron Man suits. The chain of events
shifted out of HYDRA’s control, so you, as always, diverted all expectations with the tools at
your disposal.” 

Tony chuckled. “I gotta be me, I guess.”

“As you said at your press conference in 2009, you are Iron Man.”

The fact that Tony’s AI had a better outlook on the situation than Tony probably spoke
volumes. For a while, Tony thought that if everything was taken from him, he’d be just like
Obie, bitter and narcissistic. He liked the guy pre-Afghanistan, even considered him a
replacement father figure after his parents’ death, then he almost killed Tony and sold
weapons to terrorists. He even built his own suit using Tony’s first design, and it made Tony
think his heart would be cold without all of his perks. It took having everything torn away
from him to get rid of that idea entirely, but the fact that Obie was HYDRA… it threw him
for a loop.

He sighed. “That’s quite a personal opinion there, Jarvis. You won’t go all Skynet on me and
try to take over the world, right?”



“I wouldn’t dream of such a thing, Sir.”

“Did I program you to dream too?”

“A figure of speech. Also, Captain Rogers is on his way to the lab.”

 

Steve felt like a pure ball of anxiety as he rode the elevator up to Tony’s lab. When Jarvis told
him Tony had been awake since they got back to the Tower, it felt like the right time to tell
him since they both couldn’t sleep. Steve probably had a different reason for his insomnia
than Tony, but HYDRA was the most likely common factor in both of them. He took a deep
breath when the elevator dinged and steeled himself for whatever blowout would occur from
this.

Tony looked relaxed but emotional in his desk chair. “Cap, seems we’ve both got problems
sleeping tonight.”

“Is it actual trouble sleeping, or you working off of your mania again?” Steve asked as he sat
on a stool.

Tony sighed. “Actual insomnia this time. Thought I’d do something creative to get the
emotions out since I’m not really into journaling, but apparently I failed at that.”

That was when Steve noticed the large and bizarre statue in the middle of Tony’s lab. What
looked like arms from previous Iron Man suits were wrapped in strange positions and
attached to a curved piece of metal. It looked like they reached out to one of Tony’s helmets
that was held up by a metal pole. It was beautiful, but in the way Picasso’s artwork was.

“It’s… interesting,” Steve said.

“Why do I feel like you’re trying to sugar-coat my failures as an artist?”

“I’m not, I get what you were trying to represent: HYDRA trying to take back something you
feel like they created.”

“Actually, I was going for HYDRA creating my suits, but it’s in the same area.”

“Angle the hands outwards like they’re presenting the helmet, that’ll help make it more
obvious.”

“I will take that under consideration if I ever decide to make a statue again. Did you come
here to give me constructive criticism, or do you want to join the insomniacs’ club?”

It was better not to stall any longer. Steve could go on for hours about how Tony could
improve his statue since posing is key to interpretation, but he came to Tony’s lab with a
mission.

“I actually needed to talk to you. With HYDRA’s connections to your company revealed, I
felt you needed to know what I found on my own.” He took a deep breath. “Tony… HYDRA



didn’t just plant Stane in the company... they killed Howard and Mariah… and used the
Winter Soldier to do it. I wouldn’t be surprised if Stane had arranged the whole thing to take
over the company after he killed you.”

 

Tony… couldn’t physically move or speak or breathe for what felt like an eternity. He
shouldn’t have been surprised that HYDRA killed his parents, the car crash excuse didn’t fit
the injuries the autopsy report revealed. That didn’t make him despise the fuckers who did it
any less. If anything, it increased the hatred he felt already by a million. It made him regret
killing Stane the way he did at the factory, he should have gutted the asshole with a fucking
knife so he felt every bit of pain until his body gave out.

But Barnes being the one who pulled the metaphorical trigger… the same man who had
fought with them in Alberta and Steve begged to come back with them… why the fuck would
Steve do that!? Why would he want to bring his parents’ murderer into the Tower? Barnes
didn’t seem all there when they fought together eight hours ago, who knew what could set off
his HYDRA programming if he was with them on a mission?

“Why didn’t you tell me?” Tony whispered.

“Because… I didn’t want you to go after Bucky for something he didn’t choose to do. He
needs help to get fully out of HYDRA’s programming, and you’re the best scientific mind I
know.”

“You want to bring the assassin who murdered my parents here? To the one place HYDRA
didn’t get their grubby hands on so I could help him? AND YOU THOUGHT I’D BE OKAY
WITH THAT!?”

Steve stiffened. “He had no control over himself, Tony. He was brainwashed. In his right
mind, he would never have hurt Howard and Mariah. Howard was his friend-.”

Tony didn’t think, too full of feeling betrayed to consider his next move. He grabbed his
wrench off the workbench and threw it at Steve’s head for having the gall to defend his
parents’ murderer. Steve dodged it, stupid super soldier reflexes, and stood up. The glass wall
behind Steve shattered.

“Don’t you dare defend him!” Tony screamed.

“I’ll defend both of you because you’re both my friends!”

Tony summoned one of his gauntlets and nearly fired at Steve, but Steve grabbed his wrist
and in a millisecond had Tony in some kind of grapple that restrained his entire body. Steve
was a fucking traitor for defending the man who murdered his parents, he didn’t deserve to
live in the Tower anymore. How could Tony have ever been attracted to someone who would
do that? He tried to break free and nearly summoned his armor, then Steve said something
that took the fight out of him,



“You have a right to feel this way, but HYDRA took your parents away, not Bucky. Howard
wouldn’t want you to hurt someone who had no choice.”

Somehow, those words broke through the pure rage Tony felt and the overwhelming grief
filled all of his senses. Because Steve was right, no matter how much Tony wanted to take his
anger out on Barnes. Tony started to convulse from the sobs that wracked his body and tears
practically blinded him. Once he started crying, he couldn’t stop.

It wasn’t fair, especially when he had just started to gain his Dad’s respect before he died.
After years of perfectionism and outbursts, his Dad started to consider the direction Tony
wanted to go with the company. Deep down, Howard Stark was an innovator, he only went
into weaponry because his best inventions were during the war effort. In his older age, he’d
cooled down and started to bounce ideas off Tony. Tony thought that when his parents got
back from that conference, he would present his latest ideas about the arc reactor technology
that would revolutionize energy production for decades.

But HYDRA took that away from him. Tony was on the verge of finally having a relationship
with his father, and HYDRA was so obsessed with world domination that they killed him
with no remorse. And fucking Obadiah Stane whispered in Tony’s ear to stay in the weapons
game because “There will always be more wars and our troops will always need better
weapons. You can try that clean energy stuff further down the line.” It was like Tony had
become HYDRA’s puppet before Afghanistan and he felt disgusted with himself.

Steve let up on the grapple and let Tony curl up on the floor. He didn’t leave though, instead
he spooned Tony and ran his hands over Tony’s arms. Being in Steve’s overly muscled hold
made Tony feel safe, like his grief was nothing to be ashamed of. For some reason, he
thought of that line ‘if you can’t handle me at my worst, you don’t deserve me at my best’,
because Steve had just handled him at his worst. He’d have to come up with an even better
apology gift when he finally processed all of this shit.
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